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1 Introduction
This document is addressed to the consortia members of CEF-funded projects
(generic services projects). It is a concise step-by-step guide to contributing language
resources through the ELRC-SHARE repository (Section 2). It additionally provides
recommendations for the technical and legal validation of language resources, which
the CEF generic services projects may wish to adopt (Sections 3 and 4).

Important notes:
1. The responsibility to upload, appropriately describe the datasets with
metadata, and publish metadata records that can be browsed through
the ELRC-SHARE public inventory lies with the CEF-funded project itself.
2. ELRC will by no means edit or curate an external project’s datasets and/or
metadata hosted in ELRC-SHARE.
3. ELRC and ELRC-SHARE do not impose any criteria on the size, content
and quality of the datasets delivered by the CEF generic services projects.
All these aspects are exclusively addressed by the projects’ grant
agreements.
4. ELRC and ELRC-SHARE will not perform any kind of content validation of
the uploaded datasets, except for a check for malicious content.
5. ELRC and ELRC-SHARE will not perform any legal validation of the
uploaded datasets. The licence, terms and conditions under which the
datasets are made available through the ELRC-SHARE are under the full
control and responsibility of the depositor.
6. ELRC and ELRC-SHARE cannot officially issue certificates of delivery for
the projects’ contracting authority. It does not substitute or replace the
formal delivery mechanisms specified in the projects’ grant agreements.
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2 How to upload resources to the ELRC-SHARE
ELRC-SHARE (https://elrc-share.eu) is the European Commission’s repository of
language data and tools for the purposes of the CEF Automated Translation platform.
This section provides the short guidelines for registering to ELRC-SHARE, contributing
and describing resources. Detailed guidelines and the documentation of the metadata
schema are also available on the ELRC-SHARE Help webpage and appropriately linked
to herein, where relevant.

2.1 Registration
1. Register to ELRC-SHARE through the respective menu item on https://elrcshare.eu. Note that all project team members who wish to use ELRC-SHARE
for contributing resources should be registered users.
2. Contact the ELRC-SHARE repository administrators at elrc-share@ilsp.gr to
request Editor access rights. State the username you created during
registration, your affiliation and the CEF-funded project you represent. If more
than one users have registered for a project, indicate the user(s) who will act
as the Editors group manager on ELRC-SHARE1.

2.2 Contribution of resources
Datasets / Language Resources can be contributed to the ELRC-SHARE repository
through the following three alternative channels:
a. the online Data Contribution Form (see detailed guidelines in the
Walkthrough for Contributors) or
b. the ELRC-SHARE documentation environment (see detailed guidelines in
the Walkthrough for Editors) or
c. the ELRC-SHARE-client API (Currently only for corpora and language
resources. The API and its documentation are available on Gitlab)
Options (a) and (b) above are recommended for creating a single language resource
at a time. Option (c) is recommended for batch creating multiple resources or for
batch updating the metadata of your previously created resources.

2.3 Description of resources: metadata completion
The ELRC-SHARE metadata schema is an application profile of the META-SHARE
schema, appropriately modified for the requirements of ELRC. The full metadata
schema and its documentation are available here.
Once created through any of the channels described in section 2.2 above, the
contributed resources can be further described through the ELRC-SHARE metadata
editor:

The Editors group manager has full metadata editing rights to all the resources created by the group
members.
1
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1. Access the full list of your resources from the top menu Manage resources > Manage your own resources
2. Select any of the resources
3. Edit the metadata2 and save
4. Publish the metadata record (see section 2.4 below)
Important note: The following metadata elements are either mandatory or highly
recommended and should be filled in:
- Resource name
- Resource description
- Distribution elements group (where the Licence(s), the IPR owner and any
information on the terms and conditions under which the resource is being
shared are defined)
- Funding project (from left menu Administrative information ->
Recommended): This is very important for the traceability of your
contribution
- Linguality and language(s)
- Size and data format (for corpora and lexical resources)
Detailed guidelines for the ELRC-SHARE documentation environment are available in
the Walkthrough for Editors.
Details on how to determine the appropriate licence for your dataset are available
below (cf. Section 4) and/or through the ELRC Legal Helpdesk (help@lrcoordination.eu).

2.4 Publication of resource descriptions
Upon their creation, the metadata records are automatically set to an “Internal”
publication status, i.e. they are only accessible by and visible to their creator(s). In
order to make the resource description(s) visible through the ELRC-SHARE public
inventory, you need to change their publication status:
1. Access the full list of your resources from the top menu Manage resources > Manage your own resources.
2. Select one or more internal resources from the list
3. From the “Action” drop-down menu select “Ingest selected internal
resources”
4. Select one or more ingested resources from the list
5. From the “Action” drop-down menu select “Publish selected ingested
resources”
Note: It is important that you publish your resource(s) description(s), if you would like
your contracting authority to verify the delivery of your resources to ELRC-SHARE.

If the contribution was performed through the online contribution form, the info you have provided
in the form automatically populates the metadata record (apart from the legal tags), but typically you
will need to provide more information for an as complete as possible metadata record.
2
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3 Ensuring technical validity of resources
Ensuring the technical validity of a Language Resource (LR) is understood as the
quality control of the particular resource against a list of relevant criteria. The goal of
the guidelines for technical validation is to provide a methodology for validating
different types of data collected within a project, towards the constitution of parallel
corpora. Depending on the quality of data, one may choose to proceed with a Quick
content check (QCC) or a more detailed content validation.

3.1 Quick content check (QCC)
Some data consists of high-quality data in terms of content (in particular asserted
translations for multilingual data, data produced by human experts) and only require
corresponding technical and legal validations. Depending on the source of such highquality data, a so-called “Quick content check” (QCC) is necessary. The QCC mainly
checks the metadata elements against a number of minimal requirements that
depend on the type of the resources. QCC can be applied to three types of data:
multilingual corpora, monolingual corpora and terminologies. To proceed with this
task, contributor (or validator) should download and check data provided in
archive.zip file. The following validation procedure should be carried out:




Validator checks if the format is readable. If files are provided under proprietary
formats (like Trados format), submitter of the resource should be contacted to
obtain a converted version into a non-proprietary format. Another example is data
consisting of scanned PDF files, which are accepted only if automatic Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) can allow one to obtain reasonable-quality text. If
the LR is likely to contain significant amounts of text and the OCR process does
not yield reasonable-quality results, then the Validator should contact the
Submitter of the LR to obtain a converted version into a reusable format.
Validator checks if the data content is acceptable “a priori” with no deep analysis.
For instance:
o Validator should indicate if files are empty,
o For parallel corpora, alignment should be quickly manually checked on a
small number of entries (at the level of document, sentence, etc.) to see if
segments seem appropriate between source and target language.

Other data may still consist of high-quality content, but comes as a series of PDF
or Word DOC(X) documents, which need to be automatically processed so that
translation memories can be extracted. The processing steps to be undertaken for
such LRs are documented in the LR Processing Report, detailed in Section 5.2. These
types of data, as they are automatically processed, need to undergo a more
extensive technical validation process described thoroughly in Section 3.2.

3.2 Extended content validation
This content validation has two parts:
- An automatic part, which consists in applying a series of processing steps which
are aimed at cleaning the data, removing TUs whose quality can be deemed as
poor by automated means. This process can be a variation of the procedure
presented in Section 3.2.2.1.
6
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-

A manual part, which should be applied only if the Editor(s) deem it necessary, e.g.
for high-priority under-resourced languages where data quality should
compensate for the lack of quantity. This manual validation process can be
performed either:
o At a coarse-grained level, whereby a human annotator labels a sample of
TUs as “Acceptable” or “Non-acceptable” and, if e.g. more than 10 % of
the TUs in the sample have been labeled as “Non-acceptable”, then the
whole LR is discarded. The sample creation for this type of validation
follows the same procedure as that of the sample used for the fine-grained
validation below (cf. Section 3.2.2.2).
o At a fine-grained level, along the lines described in Section 3.2.2.2, only in
particular cases, e.g. for high-volume high-priority LRs where the error
type distinctions specified in Section 3.2.2.2 can help maximize the TU
recall (e.g. by taking TUs marked as “Machine-translated text” or “Free
translation” into account).

3.2.1 General process
The process applies for bilingual texts that are automatically aligned and TMX files
containing translation units (TUs) are produced for each language pair.
the list of crawled URLs (for crawled websites) or original sources of the dataset are
manually checked to assess if the websites or corresponding sources are under the
PSI scope. Content from websites or other sources that do not fall under the PSI
directive is excluded.
Then TMX files are validated to assess quality of the content of the TUs. Errors on TUs
are reported and the percentage of each error type is calculated per website. On this
basis, the following actions are carried out for each website:
●
●

Automatically remove TUs assigned with errors
Annotate the other TUs from the same website with an indication on the
probability of finding the same errors.

It must be noted that indications of source / target language in the TMX files are not
considered as source / target language as this can be understood in a translation
work. TMX files were produced automatically without knowing which language is the
source or target language. Checking the provenance of the crawled data, in particular
the extension of the URL, could help in deducing the source and target languages.

3.2.2 Content validation
Validation of the content consists of both an automatic and a manual procedure:
●
●

the automatic validation / filtering is conducted to identify specific parts of the
data that must be removed or checked more in depth,
the human validation is carried out on a random subset of 3 to 5% of a set of
TMX files from the same source (website crawled) and with the same language
pair.

Figure 1 below depicts the workflow.
7
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Figure 1: Workflow for fine-grained content validation
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3.2.2.1

Automatic validation / filtering

Translation units (TUs) are automatically aligned e.g. by the ILSP-FC crawler
(http://nlp.ilsp.gr/redmine/projects/ilsp-fc/)3 for crawled data, or by other sentencelevel aligners such as Maligna (https://github.com/loomchild/maligna) for other types
of data, and several scores are provided at the TU level. An automatic validation and
/ or filtering shall be completed by checking the metadata provided4:
●

●

●

The alignment score (indicated by the tag <prop type="score">), an estimate
of the text similarity between the target segment and the source segment. The
higher this score is, the higher the chance for the target segment to be close
to the source segment.
The length ratio (indicated by the tag <prop type="lengthRatio">), computing
ratio between length (number of characters) of the source segment and the
target segment. Segments with a length ratio close to 1 have similar length
whereas segments having a ratio far from 1 have a big difference in terms of
length, which could reveal segments are not well aligned.
Different numbers in translation unit variants (TUVs) (indicated by the tag
<prop type="info">different numbers in TUVs</prop>), indicating when
numbers in the target segment are different compared to the source segment
(for segments containing numbers in the text).

These scores can be taken into consideration to detect potential alignment or
translation issues. Furthermore aggregation of these scores at the document level
(TUs from the same source) can give an indication on the estimated quality of the
content.
Besides checking the metadata of a TU, examination of its content also contributes to
providing "cleaner" resources. For instance, duplicate TUs, TUs with identical TUVs,
very short TUVs (less than two tokens) are of no or limited use for training MT systems.
3.2.2.2

At the TU level (TU filtering)

One option is to establish a threshold of alignment score under which TUs are
considered as ‘bad quality TUs’ and then, remove them. Human validation of several
samples of data can help to assess the threshold to be defined.
We also suggest to filter outliers (TUs having an alignment score distant to the median
of alignment scores of TUs from the same source). The outlier detection is based on
a median-relative deviation analysis. It allows removing TUs which are potentially
badly aligned.

The methodology here explained is based on the use of several specific tools that have been used
within the ELRC actions by a number of partners. Nevertheless, it can be applied to, and carried out by,
any other compatible tools achieving the same type of results/output.
4 These scores are obtained by enriching the TMX output provided by aligners such as Maligna. For
crawled data, these scores are readily added by the ILSP-FC tool. For other types of data, TMX files can
be enriched by basic TMX XML document manipulations based on the TU contents.
3
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Length ratios should also be used to give an indication on the correct alignment of a
TU. However each language has specificities in terms of word’s length and this may
not be a good indicator.
The indication of TUs containing “different numbers in TUVs” is another way of
detecting badly aligned TUs, although some TUs containing different numbers may
be correct (for instance: “8 pm” in English is correctly aligned with “20 H” in French).
We suggest to decide whether such TUs must be kept or removed depending on the
results of the human validation: all the TUs having different numbers in TUVs could
be removed from a TMX with TUs from the same source if all the identified TUs having
‘different numbers in TUVs’ in a sample were rejected through the human validation.
3.2.2.3

At the document level (URL prioritization)

Another option is to identify which websites need to be prioritized during the manual
validation. To give an estimated quality indicator of the content of each crawled
website, means and variances are calculated for alignment scores and for length ratios
of TUs from the same source. Then human validation should be conducted on specific
parts of the crawled content, for instance TMX files generated from websites with a
low or a good quality level indicator. As for datasets that come from other sources,
they all need to be validated.
3.2.2.3.1

Determining the size of the sample

The ratio between alignment score variance and mean gives an indication on how
homogeneous the data is: the lower this ratio is, the more homogeneous the data is.
For the human validation, it is recommended to extract several samples from
heterogeneous data so as to get a more representative subset of the data.
3.2.2.3.2

Validation by human experts

The manual validation takes place over a selected sample of data. The indications
detailed below are used for the selection of the material to be validated as well as for
its validation. These guidelines are derived from those used within the TC-STAR
project (http://www.tc-star.org) and adapted to the project requirements, so that all
the content reaches the same quality level.
3.2.2.3.3

What do human validators need to do?

For each website or source, a random subset of the corpus is selected, until the
number of TUs adds up to about 3% of the source dataset (even a higher percentage
for small data sets). Then, the validation corpus containing both source and target
segments is submitted to the validators.
The validation task consists in proofreading the texts and, whenever a problematic
point arises, labeling the problematic TU (with a label from the list of problems
detailed in the table further down).
The aim of the validator is to evaluate:
●
●

if the content of the segment is in the language indicated in the metadata,
if the content of the source language segment is well aligned with the target
language segment,
10
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●

if the translation does not seem to be the result of automated translation and
is of good quality.

The following technical issues should be taken into account:
1. Files to be validated are provided to validators in .txt format. Validators are expected
to submit their files in the same format as the original.
2. The sentences to be validated look as follows:
[id ; alignment score ; (different number in TUVs5)]
Source segment
Target segment
Blank line
3. Notification of errors is provided per TU. If no remark is provided by the validator,
this format will remain the same. However, if a segment contains an error, then a new
line is inserted starting with “#” right after the segment. After the “#” follows the type
of error. The resulting format is as follows:
[id ; alignment score ; (different number in TUVs)]
Source segment
Target segment
# Error type
Blank line
4. To ensure consistency from one validator to another, the following system has been
adopted for grading translations. Validators should use the following types/labels to
tag problematic cases (see Figure 2 below):
Label

Shortcut

Wrong language identification

L

Incorrect alignment

A

Wrong tokenization

T

MT translation

MT

Translation error

E

Free translation

F

Figure 2: Types/labels for tagging problematic cases

Wrong language identification means the crawler tools failed in identifying
the right language.
Incorrect alignment refers to segments having a different content due to
wrong alignment.

5

“different number in TUVs” is an optional field indicated for TUs tagged as such in the TMX file.
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Wrong tokenization means the text has not been tokenized properly by the
crawler tools (no separator between words).
MT translation refers to content identified as having been translated through
a Machine Translation system. A few hints6 to detect if this is the case:
●
●
●
●

grammar errors such as gender and number agreement;
words that are not to be translated (trademarks for instance Nike Air => if
‘Air’ is translated in the target language instead of being kept unmodified);
inconsistencies (use of different words for referring to the same
object/person);
translation errors showing there is no human behind.

Translation error refers to:
●
●

●

Lexical errors (omitted/added words or wrong choice of lexical item, due
to misinterpretation or mistranslation),
Syntactic error (grammatical errors such as problems with verb tense,
coreference and inflection, misinterpretation of the grammatical
relationships among the words in the text).
Poor usage of language (awkward, unidiomatic usage of the target
language and failure to use commonly recognized titles and terms). It
could be due to MT translation.

Free translation means a non-literal translation in the sense of having the
content completely reformulated in one language (for editorial purposes for
instance). This is a correct translation but in a different style or form. This
includes figures of speech such as metaphors, anaphors, etc. We consider it as
important to tag such cases for data that will be used for training MT systems.
5. Only one type of error should be attributed to each TU. The hierarchy presented
below should be followed in the identification of errors:
a. The wrong language identification is the most important error to tag,
followed by incorrect alignment and then, wrong tokenization. These
features are related to the automatic processing by the crawling / alignment
tools. If any of these errors are detected, the translation itself will not be
checked more in depth.
b. When no errors in the format are found, the content of the TU should be
checked, focusing first on potential MT-translated content (in this case all
the TUs from such a source should be discarded). Then major translation
errors must be noted. If none of the errors described above are detected and
the translation contains minor differences in formulation it must be noted as
free translation.

Inspired from Silvio Picinini, Errors in MT and human translation, In MultiLingual #161 Volume 27
Issue 5 July/August 2016 pp.46-48.
6
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6. It is essential that the given translation receives the benefit of the doubt. Only
clear errors should be indicated.
3.2.2.3.4

Actions following human validation

The percentage of TUs identified as containing errors is calculated for each error type.
For data from manually-checked samples presenting a high rate of language
identification, tokenization and alignment errors, the following actions can be taken
to improve the quality of the data:
For language identification or tokenization errors, we may use a spell-checker
on the TUs from the sample. TUs containing more than 50% of tokens7 considered
as incorrect will be filtered out and the validator should check if fewer errors are
found on the remaining TUs.
➢ For alignment errors, we may filter out TUs which alignment score is high
compared to the average of alignment scores of TUs from the same source / filter
out outliers (see section 2.3.2.1.1).
➢

3.2.2.3.5

Final filtering

To produce the final resource, we automatize the process and filter TUs that must be
discarded or flagged. The following actions should be carried out:
●
●

automatically remove TUs assigned with errors,
annotate the remaining TUs from the same website, based on the
probability of finding the same errors.

This should be done through the definition of error thresholds for the 5 main error
types (wrong language identification, alignment, tokenization, MT translation and
translation errors). The “free translation” indication is considered as an informative
feature and TUs assigned to this error should be systematically flagged.
Two thresholds need to be specified: an inferior threshold (th_inf) and a superior
threshold (th_sup). These thresholds are expressed as percentages of TUs containing
errors out of the total number of manually-checked TUs associated to a
website/source and a language pair.
For each error:






the inferior threshold (< th_inf ) defines the limit under which the sample is
considered to be of good quality. We assume the remaining TUs from the same
source will have the same quality and we flag them as ‘unlikely’ to contain such
error.
the superior threshold (Strictly > th_sup) defines the limit above which the
sample is considered of bad quality, which means the remaining TUs from the
same source may also be of bad quality, so all the TUs from the same source are
removed.
for TUs from samples with a percentage of error between the inferior and the
superior threshold (Strictly > th_inf and < or = th_sup), we assume the

7 This

percentage depends on the language pair and the website’s content.
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remaining TUs from the same source may contain such an error and they are
flagged as ‘likely’ to contain such error.
The thresholds need to be defined for each language pair. Comparing several samples
of data will help to assess these thresholds. The automation is implemented in the
‘tmxbuilder’ tool of the ELDA Crawled data Management Toolkit (ELDA-CMTK)8. The
rules implemented are presented in Figure 3 below:
Percentage of Tus
containing errors for
each error type
compared to
thresholds

Tus discarded

TU flagged

Label

< th_inf

Tus assigned with an error

Other Tus from
the same source

Unlikely

Strictly > th_inf

Tus assigned with an error

Other Tus from
the same source

Likely

Strictly > th_sup

Tus from the same source as
the ones assigned with an
error

None

No percentage
indicated

No Tus

All the Tus

and < or = th_sup

Undetermined

Figure 3: Rules implemented in ELDA -CMTK

In the final TMX file each TU will be assigned to a <prop> element per error type:
<prop
type="languageIdentificationErrors">[Likely|Unlikely|Undertermined]</prop>
<prop type="alignmentErrors">[Likely|Unlikely|Undertermined]</prop>
<prop type="tokenizationErrors">[Likely|Unlikely|Undertermined]</prop>
<prop type="machineTranslatedTexts">[Likely|Unlikely|Undertermined]</prop>
<prop type="translationErrors">[Likely|Unlikely|Undertermined]</prop>
<prop type="freeTranslation">[Yes|No|Unknown]</prop>

8 ELDA-CMTK

is available under GPL-3.0 at https://github.com/ELDAELRA/elda_cmtk
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4 Ensuring legal validity of contributed resources
4.1 General process
In order to determine the appropriate licence value of the deposited dataset you need
to assess the data by following the workflows below. It is necessary to check if the
data falls within the scope of the PSI Directive (section 4.1.1.). Even if it does not, it
can still fall within the scope of national PSI rules in your country (section 4.1.2.).
Finally, you shall select the appropriate licence value in ELRC-SHARE repository
(section 4.1.3).

4.1.1 Checking if the dataset falls within the scope of the PSI Directive
The PSI Directive (Directive 2003/98/EC) defines the minimum standard of what is to
be considered as Public Sector Information.
In principle all documents held by public sector bodies are concerned.
Documents are defined as “any content whatever its medium or any part of such
content”.
Public sector bodies are defined as “the State, regional or local authorities, bodies
governed by public law as well as associations of these bodies”.
Exclusions:
The following documents are excluded from the scope of the PSI Directive:







documents the supply of which is an activity falling outside the scope of the
tasks of the public sector body;
documents for which third parties hold IP rights;
documents access to which is excluded or restricted by virtue of national
access regimes (national security, statistical confidentiality or other forms of
secrecy/confidentiality);
documents containing personal data;
documents held by broadcasters, educational and research establishments
(except university libraries) and cultural establishments other than libraries,
museums and archives.

*Public Sector Bodies (PSB) are defined as the State, regional or local authorities,
bodies governed by public law and associations formed by one or several such
authorities or one or several such bodies governed by public law.
A body governed by public law is a body:
(a) established for the specific purpose of meeting needs in the general interest, not
having an industrial or commercial character; and
(b) having legal personality; and
(c) financed, for the most part by the State, or regional or local authorities, or other
bodies governed by public law; or subject to management supervision by those
bodies; or having an administrative, managerial or supervisory board, more than half
15
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of whose members are appointed by the State, regional or local authorities or by other
bodies governed by public law.

Figure 4: PSI Workflow
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This workflow represents the scope of the PSI Directive. The
Directive sets a minimum standard for access and re-use of PSI; national legislators
are free to go beyond the scope of the Directive. This means that a dataset that does
not fall within the scope of the PSI Directive may still fall within the scope of national
PSI rules (e.g. in France, documents held by universities are within the scope of
national PSI rules, despite the fact that they are excluded from the scope of the
Directive). Therefore, it may be worth consulting a national legal expert to check if a
dataset is covered under national PSI rules.

4.1.2 Does the data fall within the scope of national PSI rules?
The PSI Directive establishes a minimum set of rules governing re-use of PSI. However,
the Member States *may* include other categories within the scope of their national
PSI-rules (e.g., in France documents held by universities, excluded from the scope of
the PSI Directive, are included within the scope of national PSI rules).
At this stage, it is necessary to consult national PSI laws to see whether they cover the
reuse of the relevant documents. It is recommended to contact a local legal expert, or
to ask the public bodies whether they concern this particular document to be within
the scope of PSI rules.
In general, it can be said that the cases in which the scope of national PSI rules is
broader than the scope of the PSI Directive are relatively rare. For an overview of
national PSI laws, see:
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/implementation-public-sectorinformation-directive-member-states.

4.1.3 Determine the appropriate licence value
The workflow below presents with all cases that may happen in the determination of
the licence attached to a particular dataset. You will therefore need to assess the
following questions:
o
o

o

o

Is the data protected by copyright? (National laws may contain rules excluding
certain works from copyright protection)
If the data is protected by copyright can I identify the owner of the copyright
or the author of the work? (IPR Holder field)

Is the data available under a public license? For example certain datasets are
made available by the owner of copyright under a license that allows reuse or
redistribution free of charge (see list of public licences below in Section 4.2)
If no public license is clearly marked on the document you should check the
terms of use or if any documentation may help you determine the conditions
of reuse of the material.
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In this case choose Non-Standard/Other Licence/Terms in the drop-down menu
and fill in the Other Licence Name/Other Licence terms text/Other Licence Terms
URL whenever possible.
You can also add or withdraw Conditions of Use of the data by using the
icons respectively
o
o
o

and the

If there is no documentation you can mark it as "Open UnderPSI" for
documents falling under PSI Regulations
For data excluded from PSI regulations you should require permission to reuse
the data by using the templates (see below, Section 4.2)
Once you obtained permission you should also choose Non-Standard/Other
Licence/Terms. You also need to upload the legal documentation proving
your right to use the data

To do so click on the Action on resource drop-down menu and select "Upload Legal
Documentation" (.zip)
18
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Then choose a file as requested and click on Upload
Figure 5 below summarizes the IPR Workflow to be employed by data contributors.

Figure 5: IPR Workflow

4.2 List of public licences
Public licenses suitable for data and datasets include (but are not limited to):
CC0 1.0
CC BY 3.0
CC BY 4.0
CC BY-SA 3.0
CC BY-SA 4.0
CC BY-NC 3.0
CC BY-NC 4.0
CC BY-ND 3.0
CC BY-ND 4.0
CC BY-NC-ND 3.0
CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
CC BY-NC-SA 3.0
CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
PDDL 1.0
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ODC-BY 1.0
ODbL 1.0
OGL 3.0
Dl-de/BY 2.0
Dl-de/zero 2.0
IODL 1.0
LO-OL (Licence Ouverte) v. 2
NCGL 1.0
NLOD 1.0

4.3 Authorisation request template
Important note: information highlighted in blue are to be filled by the project
partner. Information highlighted in yellow are to be filled by the addressee of the
letter (the website owner). This note is to be deleted.
Subject: Usage & Redistribution of [SiteOwnerName] data within the [ProjectName]
project
We would like to ask you to authorize [PartnerName], to use the language data (i.e.
texts) publicly available on your website [website address] within the frame of ELRC
Generic Services Project [ProjectName] [Contract Number and Link]. We would also like
to ask you to authorize [PartnerName] to package and distribute them to the HLT
players, with all necessary added value (e.g. annotations).
The use of these data is intended solely for the purposes of research and technology
development in Human Language Technologies . No substantial part of your data will
be displayed on websites or similar platforms.
For those purposes, we will greatly appreciate to obtain your written approval. As a
support to this request, you will find enclosed a proposal of letter of approval for your
consideration. If you agree on the terms, we will be grateful if you could return it to us
by e-mail, duly completed and signed.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Best regards,
………………………..
Authorization Letter for the Usage & Redistribution of textual data available on
the [WebsiteAddress] website

issued by
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your name
(on behalf of your institution)
for
the XXX project

I, ……………………………………………………………..;………………..,
hereby grant [PartnerName], having its headquarters at [ParnerAddress], the nonexclusive, perpetual (for the whole duration of exclusive rights), non-revocable, nontransferable, free of charge license to distribute the textual data available on the website
[WebsiteAddress].
The use of these data shall be intended solely for the purposes of research and
technology development in Human Language Technologies, and in particular within the
European Language Resource Coordination Generic Services project [Contract Number
and Link] which will provide the data also for use by the European Commission
Directorate for Translation in their technology developments.

In location , date
Title: your title
Name: your name
Organization: your organization name
Signature:

4.4 Personal Data
Personal Data is defined (in art. 4 (1) of the General Data Protection Regulation) as
any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person. This covers all
sort of information (regardless of whether it’s true or false) that can be related to a
person that is – or can be – singled out from a group. The concept is much broader
than just data containing named entities (such as names and surnames).
If a resource contains personal data, it needs to be anonymized before any operation
can be performed on a resource.
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For more information on the concept of personal data see: Article 29 Data Protection
Working Party, Opinion 4/20079
For more information on anonymization techniques see: Article 29 Data Protection
Working Party, Opinion 5/201410
Depending on your assessment please fill in the fields with the appropriate
information

9Available

at : https://ec.europa.eu/justice/article-29/documentation/opinionrecommendation/files/2007/wp136_en.pdf
10Available at : https://ec.europa.eu/justice/article-29/documentation/opinionrecommendation/files/2014/wp216_en.pdf
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5 Annex: ELRC Data Reports
5.1 Validation Report
A validation report should be created and updated at each new validation, allowing
the follow-up of the validation procedure. One validation report will be attached to
each validated LR.
If any questions occur with regard to the validation process, the process should be
easily traced as follows:



information about transformation of data should be kept in the validation report,
both raw and processed data will be kept in the ELRC-SHARE repository.

The final validation report should be provided with the final set of validated data for
future exploitation of the data. It does not need to be shared with data providers.
Once the full validation process has been finalized and validation report stored in the
ELRC-SHARE repository, the resources will be classified according to the three
different edition status:
-

-

resources that have been submitted with the minimum metadata requirements
are kept as “ingested”,
if the resource has passed the validation process positively, the corresponding
metadata record should be moved into the “published” status in the ELRC-SHARE
repository,
Remaining resources that do not comply to the above conditions should be kept
as “internal”.

The template of the validation report is provided below, in Section 5.3.

5.2 Processing Report
A processing report should be produced for each processed LR, so that data users can
check what processing steps have been followed. A template of the processing report
is also provided in part 2 of the ELRC Data Reports below.
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5.3 Template for ELRC Data Reports

ELRC Data Reports
Dissemination Level
Validation Guidelines
version No.
Date
Name of LR
Resource ID
Resource Version No.
Contact person
Validator
Validation Manager
Validation status

Internal
<VERSION NUMBER>
<VALIDATION DATE>
<ADD NAME OF LR>
<ID>
<VERSION NUMBER>
<ADD CONTACT PERSON INDICATED IN ELRC-SHARE
REPOSITORY>
<NAME AND INSTITUTION>
<NAME AND INSTITUTION>
☐ Changes required
☐ Validated
☐ Rejected

1. Validation Report
Summary sheet
The validation results for this resource are as follows (please refer to the Validation
Guidelines for the meaning of the various items):
Validation steps
1) ELRC scope (see section 1 for details)
2) Quick content check (see section 2 for details)
3) LR Metadata (see section 3 for details)
4) Legal issues (see section 4 for details)
5) Content validation (see section 5 for details)

Validated
(check box if yes)
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Comments

ELRC-SHARE Repository
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6) Declaration on the list of pre-existing rights (see
section 6 for details)

☐

If relevant, for details about the processing of the LR, see section 2 (Processing Report) at
the end of this document.

1. Compliance with ELRC scope
Validated

Comments

(check box if yes)
Data origin (comes from public institutions or
relevant to the general administrative/regulatory
domain and does not come from the European
Commission)
Language(s) of the data content11 (not the
documentation)

☐

☐

2. Quick content check
Validated

Comments

(check box if yes)
Readability of files

☐

Data content acceptability (no empty files, correct
alignment for parallel corpora, …)

☐

3. Validation of LR Metadata
a. General information
Validated

Comments

(check box if yes)
Language used in free text fields are CEF languages

☐

Parallel / multilingual corpora LRs should contain English and, at least, one of the following
languages: Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek,
Hungarian, Icelandic, Irish, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese,
Romanian, Slovakian, Slovenian, Spanish or Swedish. Monolingual corpora and terminology LRs
should contain, at least, one of the following languages: Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch,
English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Icelandic, Irish, Italian, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Maltese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovakian, Slovenian, Spanish,
Swedish
11
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Does the “resource name” field contain an English
version?
Does Language(s) in “description” field contain an
English version?
Is there any information mentioning Pre-processing
done by the provider?
Is there any information mentioning Pre-processing
done through ELRC services?
Has any conversion been performed on this
resource so as to make it directly useful for training
MT engines of the Automated Translation platform?

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

b. Accuracy of completed metadata with respect to provided LR
Mandatory
metadata field
names
Resource name

Correct

Wrong

Missing

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

n/a

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Size unit

☐

☐

☐

Mime type

☐

☐

☐

Resource type
PSI - Public Sector
Information
License
Contact person –
surname
Contact person email
Linguality type
Lexical conceptual
resource or
Language
description type
(n/a for corpora)
Language(s) name
Encoding level (n/a
for corpora)
Character encoding
(applicable for
corpora only)
Size

Current
value
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Other metadata
field names (to be
listed if completed
by submitter)
Domain

Current value

Correct

Wrong

☐

☐

Conformance to
classification scheme

☐

☐

Multilinguality type

☐

☐

Attribution text

☐

☐

Allows Uses Besides
DGT

☐

☐

IPR Holder

☐

☐

Relation type and ID
of related resource

☐

☐

Comments

4. Legal validation
a. If “PSI - Public Sector Information” metadata checkbox is
ticked
Validated

Comments

(check box if yes)
“License field” value is identified (any value except
“Under Review”)
If attribution is required, IPR Holder(s) is identified in
the “IPR holder” field
Privacy/Confidentiality (if the resource is identified as
private or confidential, is “Personal Data Included” or
“Sensitive Data Included” box ticked?)

☐
☐
☐

b. If “PSI - Public Sector Information” metadata checkbox is not
ticked
Validated
(check box if yes)
“License field” value is identified (any value except
“Under Review”)
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If attribution is required, IPR Holder(s) is identified in
the “IPR holder” field

☐

Privacy/Confidentiality (if the resource is identified as
private or confidential, is “Personal Data Included” or
“Sensitive Data Included” box ticked?)

☐

5. Content Validation
AUTOMATIC VALIDATION
Has spell checking-based TU filtering been done?
Has alignment score outlier detection-based TU filtering been
done?
Has TU length ratio-based filtering been done?
Have any other content validation steps been applied?
If yes, list them in the columns to the right, one content validation
step per row (add further rows if needed)

Yes
Yes

☐
☐

No
No

☐
☐

Yes
Yes

☐
☐

No
No

☐
☐

MANUAL VALIDATION
Has manual TU validation been done?

Yes

If yes, indicate manually-annotated sample percentage (in terms
of the number of TUs)

<1%

☐

No
☐
☐

1-3 %

☐

3-5 %

☐

5-10 %
> 10 %
Has fined-grained error annotation been done?
If yes, indicate error type likelihoods
(if available)
Language identification error
Tokenisation error
Translation error
Machine-translated text
Free translation
Character formatting error
Alignment error

☐

Yes

☐

No

☐

☐

Unlikely
(< 10 %)

Likely
(10 – 60 %)

Very likely
(> 60 %)

Undetermined
(untreated)

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
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☐
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☐
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Have any other content validation steps been applied?
Yes
If yes, list them in the columns to the right, one content validation
step per row (add further rows if needed)

☐

☐

No

6. Declaration on the list of pre-existing rights
No.

Options

Selected
option

1

The results of this LR are free of rights or claims from creators or from
any third parties for any use. The contracting authority may envisage
and declare that the results do not contain any pre-existing rights to
the results or parts of the results or to pre-existing materials as
defined in the above-mentioned contract.

☐

2

The results of this LR and the pre-existing material incorporated in the
results are free of rights or claims from creators or from any third
parties for any use. The contracting authority may envisage and
declare that the results contain the following pre-existing rights:

☐

For Option 2 complete the table below – one line per pre-existing right
Result concerned

Pre-existing
material concerned

Rights to preexisting material

Identification of
rights’ holder

2. Processing Report
This report provides details on the processing steps carried out on the resource referred to
above. This information is filled in by the same LR validator.
Processing action

Check if true

Does the processed resource originate from ELRC sources?
Has automatic text extraction from scanned documents (via
Optical Character Recognition – OCR) been performed?
Has automatic text extraction from PDF or DOC(X) documents
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been performed?
Has automatic document pair detection been performed?
Has automatic sentence-level alignment been performed?
Has TMX cleaning been performed?
Have any other processing steps been carried out?
If yes, list them in the columns to the right, one processing step
per row (add further rows if needed)

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
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